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Abstract
In this paper, we present three novel input buffer schemes for systems with network on chip.
These proposed buffer schemes are based on a self-compacting buffer, and can provide larger
available buffer space per physical channel for communicating applications. These schemes
outperform existing approaches. DAMQshr has similar performance using only sixty three
percent of the buffer size that is used in traditional implementation for NoCs. DAMQmin
provides an excellent technique to optimize buffer management, and provides a good
throughput when the network has a larger load. In addition, they also have better utilization
of the available buffer space.
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1. Introduction
As technology allows greater integration system-on-chip (SoC) designs have a great
potential. SoCs are anticipated to have a number of components (or modules) that will
interact to compute a solution. These components will need to communicate to transfer data
and/or control information. Having dedicated connections between any given modules could
be extremely complex as the number of modules increases. An alternative could be use an
interconnection network within the chip. An interconnection network on chip needs be
restricted in terms of area due to the constraints of being in a single chip. Thus, it is extremely
important to use schemes that require less hardware resources as well as provide a good
performance. In this paper we present three novel buffer schemes that are based on a
dynamically allocated multiple queue (DAMQ) Self Compacting buffer. While providing
better performance than traditional statically allocated multiple-queue (SAMQ) and DAMQ
buffers, they use less buffer space and, therefore, requiring less hardware.
This paper has been organized as follows. In Section 2, background information is
provided. In Section 3, the proposed buffer schemes are described. Performance evaluation
results are reported in Section 4. Some concluding remarks are included in Section 5.
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2. Background
Routing and buffer organization algorithms are two important design factors of a modern
high performance wormhole switch for an interconnection network on chip. In this section we
present a brief review of existing routing algorithms and DAMQ buffer schemes which is
widely accepted as an efficient way to organize a switch’s input buffer.
Routing algorithms are used to determine the messages path from source to destination.
They can be implemented in two ways which are deterministic and adaptive. Deterministic
routing protocol chooses the path for a message only by its source and destination. The packet
will be delayed if any channel along this path is loaded with heavy traffic, and if a channel
along this path is faulty the packet cannot be delivered. Thus the deterministic routing
protocols are prone to suffer from poor use of bandwidth [1]. Adaptive routing protocols are
proposed to make more efficient use of bandwidth and to improve fault tolerance of
interconnection network. In order to achieve this, adaptive routing protocols provide
alternative paths for communicating nodes. Thus it can overcome the congested areas in the
network. Several adaptive routing algorithms have been proposed, showing that message
blocking can be considerably reduced, thus strongly improving throughput [2]. Routing
algorithms based on Duato’s design methodology [3] are widely used. These routing
algorithms split each physical channel into two virtual channel sets, the adaptive and the
deterministic channels. Packets are routed adaptively using any available adaptive channel or
the deterministic channels which form escape paths. When the paths of adaptive channels are
blocked, a packet uses an escape channel at the congested node. In this study, we choose one
of them to conduct simulations.
DAMQ input buffer had been shown to have better performance than SAMQ buffer. There
are several methods to implement DAMQ input buffer in the literature. The first way is to use
a linked list scheme [4, 5]. The basic idea of this approach is to maintain (k+1) linked lists in
each buffer: one list of packets for each one of the (k-1) output ports, one list of packets for
the end node interface and one list of free buffer blocks. Corresponding to each linked list
there is a head register and a tail register. The head register points to the first block in the
queue and the tail register points to the last block. In each output queue, next block
information also must be stored in each buffer block to maintain the FIFO ordering. The
second way is to adopt self-compacting buffer scheme. Self-compacting buffer (SCB) was
proposed to reduce the hardware complexity incurred by the linked list scheme [6]. The idea
is to divide the buffer dynamically into regions with every region containing the data
associated with a single output channel. If two channels are denoted as i, j with i < j, then the
addresses of buffer regions for the two channels Ai Aj will be Ai < Aj. There is no reserved
space dedicated for any channel. Data is stored in a FIFO manner within the region for each
channel. When an insertion of the packet requires space in the middle of the buffer, the
required space will be allocated by moving down all the data which reside below the insertion
address. Similarly, when a read operation is conducted, buffer space that contains the data
will be marked as empty, then the data below the read address is shifted up to fill the empty
space.

3. The Novel Buffer Schemes
3.1. DAMQ with Reserved Space for all Virtual Channels Scheme
DAMQ dynamically allocate buffer blocks according to the packet received. Compared
with statically allocated buffer scheme, the advantage of DAMQ is to efficiently use the
buffer by applying free space to any incoming packet regardless its destination output port.
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Since there is no reserved space dedicated for each output channel, the packets destined to
one specific output port may occupy the whole buffer space thus the packets destined to other
output ports have no chance to get into the buffer. This is the case especially for small and
compact routers with limited buffer space where wormhole switching technique and virtual
channel mechanism are used. When several virtual channels multiplexed across the physical
channel and share a buffer, the virtual channels which have packets accepted in the buffer
prior to other virtual channels may hold the whole buffer space when the output port to next
hop it destines to is busy. In order to overcome this problem, we implement a new buffer
scheme, DAMQ with reserved space for all virtual channels (DAMQall). DAMQall is based on
Self-compacting buffer (SCB) scheme. It inherits most features of the SCB, the virtual
channels (VCs) multiplexing one transmission direction of a physical channel (PC) share a
buffer. The new feature added is that there is reserved space dedicated for each VC, therefore
at any time there is free space for the packets of “late” VCs which has not received packet and
one VC can never consume the whole buffer. As shown in Figure 1, the reserved spaces for
each VC are arranged sequentially according to the VC’s sequence numbers. One register is
used to point to the head of each reserved space, i.e. the head of the buffer region for each
virtual channel. If two channels are denoted as Vi, Vj with i + 1 = j, then the reserved region
for Vj will be placed right after the reserved region for Vi. The size of reserved space for each
virtual channel can be adjusted as shown in Figure. 1 (A). As shown in Figure 1(B), the
reserved space for each virtual channel is always kept if there is no flit or only one flit in the
buffer region for a specific virtual channel.
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Figure 1. DAMQall Buffer Scheme
When the buffer performs shift up or shift down operations, the reserved spaces are treated
same as the slots which are holding flits. Thus the order of the buffer space for virtual
channels is kept conforming to the sequence of virtual channels. And once the number of
current flits in buffer plus the number of reserved slots equals to the total amount of buffer
slots, no more flit will be accepted unless this flit belongs to a virtual channel which has any
reserved space available. Therefore, one or more virtual channels which have the flits come
into the buffer at earlier time can never deprive the chance for other virtual channels which
get flits later than them to get buffer. Moreover, once the earlier coming packets are blocked
in the buffer, since there is still reserved space for other virtual channels, the network traffic
will keep flowing, so the performance of the switch is also enhanced.
3.2. DAMQ with Minimum Reserved Space for Virtual Channels Scheme
DAMQall improved SCB by reserving buffer space for each virtual channel to avoid the
situation that a few VCs consume the whole buffer then other VCs cannot get buffer, even
when those VCs which get buffer are blocked. In the simulation experiments, we found that
DAMQall is not the most efficient way to reserve space for VCs. Common cases are there may
be no packets destined for some VCs for a while. Even worse situation is that there may be no
packets destined for some VCs for a very long time. In either case, the reserved spaces for
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these idle VCs are wasted. In order to reserve the buffer space more efficiently and provide
more space for flowing traffic, we implement another buffer organization scheme, DAMQ
with minimum reserved space for all virtual channels (DAMQmin). DAMQmin is also based on
SCB scheme and the VCs multiplexing one transmission direction of a PC still share a buffer.
The difference to DAMQall is that at any time there is at most one reserved space for all
theVCs. And if every VC have flit present in the buffer, no reserved space will be kept
anymore. Thus DAMQmin use minimum space for reserve purpose. As shown in Figure 2(A),
buffer slots are reserved for the VC which may firstly claim for buffer:
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Figure 2. DAMQmin Buffer Scheme
Once a VC has one flit come into the buffer, it will occupy the whole reserved space. As
shown in Figure 2(B), this VC will hold at least these reserved buffer slots unless it has no flit
left in the buffer. Once every flits of a VC moves out the buffer, the header pointer of this VC
will be reset to empty and there are no more buffer slots belong to it. New reserved buffer
region may be created if possible. Reserved space is always placed right after the buffer
region of a VC which is the latest one to have flit into buffer. When the buffer performs shift
up or shift down operations, all reserved slots are treated same as the slots which are holding
flits. By dynamically creating reserved space for VCs, DAMQmin presents a very efficient way
to use buffer space, there is always minimum buffer space used for reserve purpose, so there
are more free space available for flowing traffic.
3.3. Shared DAMQ Buffer Scheme
In a wormhole-switched network with several VCs multiplexing across a PC, routing
algorithms tend to choose one set of VCs over others; thus some VCs are more intensively
used than others. The traffic load is not evenly distributed in the entire buffer space for a
physical channel. Therefore a more efficient approach to use the available buffer space is to
let the VCs belonging to a PC share buffer with VCs of another PC to better cooperating with
routing methods. To achieve this, our new DAMQshr buffer design combines the buffer space
for VCs from different PC. Based on the statistics of VC usage that are obtained in
simulations for Duato’s routing algorithms, the pairs with better performance are east X and
south Y virtual channels, and the buffer space for west X and north Y likewise. By doing that,
one set of X dimension VCs share buffer with one set of VCs from Y dimension. As shown in
Figure 3(b), there are two buffers for four physical channels; each buffer is shared by eight
virtual channels, and has two read ports and write ports respectively. As shown in Figure 3,
space is reserved for each virtual channel sequentially before any flit comes in the buffer.
VCs on the X dimension have smaller sequence numbers than those on the Y dimension; the
first virtual channel on Y dimension is contiguous to the last one on X dimension. One
register is used to point to the head of each reserved space, i.e. the head of the buffer region
for each virtual channel.
DAMQshr operates similarly as DAMQall, except that the number of VCs sharing a buffer is
doubled and this is a slightly more control logic overhead.
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Figure 3. DAMQshr Buffer Scheme

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we describe the results of simulation experiments conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed buffer organization scheme. Firstly we
describe our methodology, configuration of simulation environment and the
performance metrics we used. Then we examine the buffer schemes’ performance in
greater detail.
4.1. Simulated Network Configurations
We have carried out our simulations based on a flit level simulator, flexsim1.2 [7] The
architecture we simulate is a 4-ary 2-cube message exchanging system with wrapped around
channels. Each switch is attached to one end-node which has one injection channel to the
switch and one input channel to receive message from network. Physical channels are duplex
channel. Every end node generates packets with randomly determined destination and injects
them into the network. Other pertinent simulation configuration parameters are as follows:


Routing flit delay is set to 1 cycle.



Data flit delay is set to 1 cycle.



Buffers at local end nodes for injection are infinite.



Packets size is set to 32 flits.



Switching technique used is wormhole.



The number of virtual channels multiplexing one transmission direction of a duplex
physical channel is 4

We use adaptive routing protocol to conduct our simulations as several researchers have
reported the strong performance brought by adaptive routing [2]. Duato’s routing
methodology with dimension order path selection is used in our experiments. We compared
the performance of the buffer schemes under uniformly distributed traffic to conform to many
other researchers work [8, 9].
4.2. Performance Metrics
We vary the applied load, buffer size; study their impact on throughput and message
latency for the network. Since messages are divided into flits when transmitting, to increase
message length has the similar effect on increasing traffic load as to shorten the average
injection period for each node. We set the message length at 32 flits and make the network
into saturation state by shortening injection period for each node to increase the traffic load
rate. Traffic load rate is derived by the following equation [7]:
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LoadRate  Numchannel  Numnode  MsgLen IP   Dist

where MsgLen is message length, IP is average injection period, and Dist is average
routing distance. We compare our new buffer schemes with the traditional statically allocated
buffer scheme (SAMQ). Traditional DAMQ scheme is not included in comparison, because
during the simulation process we found the whole buffer space for one port is easily occupied
by the blocked messages which incur deadlock when the network becomes saturated.
Two most important metrics, network throughput and message latency are used to compare
these three buffer schemes. The network throughput is defined as the number of flits received
per node per cycle as follows:
Throughput 

MsgNum  MsgLen
Numnode  ST

Where MsgNum is the total number of delivered messages; MsgLen is the message length,
Numnode is the total number of nodes and ST is the simulation time (in cycles). The message
latency is measured as the average time span for every packet between the moment it was
generated and the reception of the whole packet at destination. We use average latency
(Latencyavg) of all the injected messages as the performance metric in our simulations. This
latency is defined as follows:
Latency avg 

Num
1
 i 1 msg Latency i
Nummsg

Where Latencyi is latency for Message i and Nummsg is the total injected message number.
In addition, we compared buffer space utilizations among these three buffer schemes to get an
in-depth understanding of buffer usage efficiency. We use average stored flits (Flitavg) in the
buffers of all the nodes as a metric in our simulations. It is defined as following equation:
ST
Num
1
Flit avg 
 1 i 1 VC Flit i
ST
Where Flitavg is the average number of flits that are stored in the buffer space of all the
nodes, Fliti is the number of stored flits in VC’s buffer space and NumVC is the total virtual
channel count in the network.
4.3. Simulation Results
According to other researchers work in the literature [9, 10], we set the buffer size for each
virtual channel to 4 flits. Since four VCs are multiplexing cross one PC, the buffer size for
each direction of a duplex physical channel is 16 flits. In order to closely examine the
performance of DAMQshr we use two different size 10 and16 flits buffer. It is well known that
there are no significant differences for different buffer schemes while the network has low
traffic load. In our simulation experiments, we compare the performance of different buffer
schemes when the network starts to saturate on traffic load rate 0.2 until it gets severely
saturated after about 0.7 traffic load is applied. As shown in Figure 4, along with the network
saturation process, our new DAMQshr has highest throughput when they all use same size 16flits buffer. Furthermore, 10-flit DAMQshr achieves approximately the same maximum
throughput as SAMQ using 16-flit buffer. DAMQmin yields slightly better throughput than
DAMQall. In sum, DAMQshr achieves best performance among the four buffer schemes we
tested.
As to the message latency, DAMQ shr managed to hold a similar latency as SAMQ
until the network is saturated. This is shown in Figure 4. When we further increase the
traffic load after the network gets saturated, DAMQ shr and DAMQ min show higher
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latency than other schemes. The reason is that they hold much more flits in the buffer
than other schemes. Because message latency is a time span average on all the flits that
are injected into the network and delivered, more flits stored in the buffer means longer
time for them in the waiting queues especially when the network has become drastically
saturated. As the total available buffer space is 1024 flits in our simulations , under a
traffic load of 0.5, when the simulated buffer schemes use same size 16-flit buffer,
DAMQshared utilizes 56% of the whole buffer space, while DAMQ min , DAMQ all and
SAMQ uses 46%, 43% and 30%respectively as shown in Figure 6. In addition, 10-flit
DAMQshr contains a similar number of flits as 16-flit SAMQ does.
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Figure 4. Comparison on Throughput between 16 flit Buffer DAMQshr, DAMQall ,
DAMQmin, SAMQ and 10 flit DAMQshr under Uniform Traffic
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Figure 5. Comparison on Message Latency between 16 flit Buffer DAMQshr,
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Figure 6. Comparison on Buffer Usage between 16 flit Buffer DAMQshr, DAMQall ,
DAMQmin, SAMQ and 10 flit DAMQshr under Uniform Traffic

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented three novel buffer schemes based on a DAMQ self-compacting buffer
and examined its performance thoroughly. The proposed schemes can all provide similar
performance as traditional buffer with significantly less buffer space. If configured with same
buffer space, they can provide better system throughput, and DAMQshr will get the best
performance. These buffer schemes also provide better buffer space utilization while
DAMQshr make the best utilization. In summary, when an adaptive routing protocol such as
Duato’s algorithm is used for the NoC, DAMQshr is an excellent scheme to optimize buffer
management providing a good throughput when the network has a larger load. DAMQmin and
DAMQall can also provide better performance than traditional buffer schemes. Implementing
these schemes in hardware requires minor modifications to the self-compacting buffer [11].
In the future work we will keep research on the interaction between buffer
organization methods and routing methods and how to make SCB better adapt to
different NoC applications.
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